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Volume Localized Shift Selective 13C Spectroscopy Using
Pulsed Rotating Frame Transfer Sequences With Windows
(PRAWN)

Abhishek Banerjee and N. Chandrakumar*

Some novel techniques for volume localized, chemical shift

selective 13C spectroscopy are described in this work. These

techniques are based on rotating frame J cross polarization and

are reported for both direct and indirect modes of 13C detection.

The performance of two selective mixing sequences, viz., pulsed

rotating frame transfer sequences with windows (PRAWN) and

PRAWN-p has been studied systematically with different liquid

and gel phantoms. Two different front-end modules are used for

volume localization, viz., point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS)

and localized distortionless enhancement by polarization trans-

fer (LODEPT). It is shown experimentally that both the selective

J cross polarization sequences can operate efficiently with very

low radiofrequency duty cycle; further, they have considerable

tolerance to Hartmann-Hahn mismatch. A simple theoretical

analysis is also presented to understand J cross-polarization dy-

namics at low RF field amplitudes. Finally, the performance of

LODEPT-PRAWN-p is demonstrated for the selective detection

of saturated fat in pigeon egg in indirect detection mode. Magn

Reson Med 66:1209–1217, 2011.VC 2011Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is a power-
ful tool to study metabolic events in living organisms (1–
3). The advantage of this technique is that one can get
very high spectral resolution (less crowding of peaks
compared to proton nuclear magnetic resonance); how-
ever, this is countered by low natural abundance and
poor sensitivity, which makes 13C nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (or magnetic resonance spectroscopy) methodol-
ogy much more challenging than 1H and 31P magnetic
resonance spectroscopy. Heteronuclear polarization
transfer (PT) (4,5) from abundant spins such as 1H pro-
vides a way to enhance the sensitivity of 13C detection.
The sensitivity of 13C spectroscopy can be further
improved by indirect detection, i.e., selective detection

of 1H spins that are coupled to 13C. Some PT studies

have been reported in the literature, based primarily on

laboratory frame PT protocols (6–12). Among them, the

most frequently used sequences are based on distortion-

less enhancement by polarization transfer (DEPT) (13)

and insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer

(INEPT) (14), e.g., localized DEPT (LODEPT) and local-

ized INEPT (LINEPT) (15), and their semi-adiabatic ver-

sions (11). Heteronuclear J cross polarization (JCP) using

spin-locking radiofrequency (RF) fields (4) is an impor-

tant technique for many solid state and liquid state

nuclear magnetic resonance experiments to enhance the

sensitivity of detection of rare nuclei; however, this tech-

nique is not widely used for in vivo experiments. The

application of rotating frame PT for 13C localized

spectroscopy and for 13C editing has been reported in a

series of papers by Kimmich and coworkers (16–18),

using the MOIST mixing sequence (19,20) or adiabatic

RF fields (21). One technique involves ‘‘forward’’ and

‘‘reverse’’ PT under spin lock conditions, which typically

result in reduced motion artifacts. The pulse sequence

(CYCLCROP-LOSY) for direct 13C detection comprises

PT in three slice selection steps from 1H to 13C, back to
1H and finally once again to 13C. A few studies have

been made using J cross-polarization for the enhance-

ment of 13C signals in in vivo experiments (22–24).

These studies are based on J cross-polarization using

‘‘narrowband’’ (�900 Hz) isotropic mixing, such as with

WALTZ-4 pulse trains, implemented on a clinical MRI

system. Very often, however, in in vivo studies (23,24),

interest is focused on a specific metabolite or two. We

have, therefore, decided to address this requirement by

designing volume localized, chemical shift selective 13C

spectroscopy protocols in the rotating frame.
In particular, the objective of this work is to investigate

the potential, for volume localized shift selective 13C
spectroscopy, of selective J cross-polarization using two
known mixing sequences, viz., pulsed rotating frame
transfer sequences with windows (PRAWN) and its vari-
ant PRAWN-p (25). These mixing sequences have low RF
power deposition as well as high tolerance to Hartmann-
Hahn mismatch and have earlier been used for indirect
13C imaging applications (26,27). We combine these mix-
ing sequences with standard volume localization modules
such as point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) for direct or
indirect detection and LODEPT for the indirect detection
mode of the present experiment. We demonstrate different
aspects of our volume localized selective sequences with
theoretical studies and experiments. We also demonstrate
the performance of one of these sequences for selective
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detection of saturated fat in a biological sample, viz.,
pigeon egg.

THEORY

The basic PRAWN sequence (25) consists of a series of RF-
pulses with constant flip angle, phase, and interpulse
delay; the PRAWN-p sequence is similar to PRAWN, but
with an additional p pulse issued in the middle of the
sequence, in phase quadrature to the spin-lock pulses as
shown in Fig. 1. A detailed theoretical study and the
working principle of PRAWN and PRAWN-p may be
found elsewhere (25). Here, we recall that the optimum
mixing time for AX, AX2, and AX3 systems under perfect
Hartmann-Hahn match is given as (2p/J), (0.707)(2p/J) and
(0.61)(2p/J), respectively, J being the scalar coupling con-
stant expressed in rad s�1. The sequence has several
advantages including efficient transfer at very low RF
duty cycles, and considerable tolerance to Hartmann-
Hahn mismatch, while retaining chemical shift selectiv-
ity: all of which are significant practical issues in all in
vivo experiments. The tolerance to mismatch (expressed
in units of RF amplitude in frequency units) of the
basic mixing sequence PRAWN can be related to that of
(continuous wave) CW-JCP, scaled up by the inverse of
the duty cycle factor. Here, we include an analysis of the
sequence applied to an AX system, to explore the effi-
ciency of magnetization transfer under very low RF field
amplitudes and report experimental verification of the
predictions (28,29).

For simplicity, a heteronuclear two spin-1/2 system IS
is considered, in which the I spin is coupled to the S
spin through a scalar coupling J rad s�1, and both spins
are irradiated on resonance with RF-fields along the x-
axes of the doubly rotating frame with respective ampli-
tudes v1I and v1S (generically, v1). The Hamiltonian in
the doubly rotating frame is then given by:

HDRF ¼ v1I Ix þ v1sSx þ JIzSz ½1�

Under the condition of Hartmann-Hahn match, i.e., with
v1I ¼ v1S ¼ v, Eq. 1 is modified to:

HDRF ¼ v Ix þ Sxð Þ þ JIzSz ½2�

The above Hamiltonian may be expressed in the
synchronized doubly rotating frame as

HSDRF ¼ J

2
IzSz þ IySy

� � ½3�

Equation 3 is valid only when the RF amplitude v is sig-
nificantly larger than the heteronuclear coupling J, per-
mitting truncation of the nonsecular effects of the latter
in the synchronized doubly rotating frame. If v is not
significantly larger than J, being instead of the order of J,
or even smaller than J, then Eq. 3 fails to model the JCP
process because it is independent of v. To model the
effect of weak, Hartmann-Hahn matched RF fields, there-
fore, we treat the spin system evolution as governed by
the Hamiltonian of Eq. 2 in the doubly rotating
frame. The evolution of an initial density matrix Ix under

the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 may be computed using the
standard Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion. The suc-
cessive nested commutators that occur in the BCH expan-
sion may be readily fitted to sine and cosine functions. We
may thus adopt a simple procedure to grasp the JCP dy-
namics at any arbitrary RF field strength. Let the time evo-
lution of the initial density operator be expressed as:

1þ a 1� cos f1tð Þð Þ þ b 1� cos f2tð Þð Þ þ c 1� cos f3tð Þð Þ þ � � �
½4�

On the other hand, the time evolution of the density ma-
trix components generated in course of time is given by:

a1 1� cos f1tð Þð Þ þ b1 1� cos f2tð Þð Þ þ c1 1� cos f3tð Þð Þ
þ d1 sin f4tð Þð Þ þ � � � ½5�

Here f1, f2, f3, f4, . . . are the angular frequencies of evolu-
tion, which may be obtained by diagonalizing the matrix
representation of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1, then taking
differences of pairs of eigenvalues; a, b, c, a1, b1, c1, d1,
etc. are amplitudes of the various oscillatory terms. To
determine the amplitudes, a set of simultaneous equa-
tions is solved, with the coefficients of each operator
being obtained from the successive nested commutators
of the BCH expansion. This set of coefficients of each op-
erator is then equated to the corresponding terms in the
series expansion of the appropriate time function. We
have used MATHEMATICA to solve these simultaneous
equations algebraically. For the two spin-1/2 system
described by the Hamiltonian of Eq. 2, Ix (generated by a
p/2 pulse issued in the y-direction on the I spins, that
are initially in thermal equilibrium) is converted into in-
phase Sx under Hartmann-Hahn match, with the follow-
ing time dependence and amplitude:

Ix ! 1
2 1� cos f1tð Þð Þ � J2

2J2 þ 32v2ð Þ 1� cos f2tð Þð Þ
� �

Sx ½6�

In this case, f1 ¼ J/2 and f2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J2 þ 16 v2

p
=2. The above

closed analytical solution can be useful to study the JCP
dynamics for any arbitrary ratio of x/J. Figure 2 shows
the amplitude of Sx generated as a function of Jt for three
different values of RF amplitude, x.

From Fig. 2, it is clear that the optimum mixing time
corresponding to the first maximum is not a monotoni-
cally decreasing function of v. At v ¼ J/2, there is a
decrease in optimum mixing time by 4% as compared
with the situation for v ¼ J. However, the optimal

FIG. 1. Basic PRAWN-p sequence. If n = 2 (m þ 1) is the number

of pulses with flip angle y, the total rotation is given by ny = 2p
and mixing time ¼ 2m(2t1 þ t2) þ 2t2 þ t3. The phase difference
(u–c) between the y and p pulses is 6p/2.

1210 Banerjee and Chandrakumar
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mixing time increases when v ¼ J/3. It is interesting to
note that at v ¼ J/2 almost full transfer is observed with
one-half the RF amplitude (i.e., one-fourth of the RF
power) as compared with the situation for v ¼ J.

Under conditions of Hartmann-Hahn mismatch on-res-
onance, on the other hand, the amplitude of Sx magnet-
ization resulting from Ix is given by:

Ix !
"

1

2 1þ 4D2
� � 1� cos

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4D2

p
2

Jt

8>>>>:
9>>>>;

8>>>>:
9>>>>;

� 1

2 1þ 4S2� � 1� cos

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4S2

p
2

Jt

8>>>>:
9>>>>;

8>>>>:
9>>>>;
#
Sx ð7Þ

Here, D ¼ (v1I � v1S)/J and
P ¼ (v1I þ v1S)/J. In Fig. 3,

the amplitude of Ix transferred to Sx at a time t ¼ 2p/J is
plotted as a function of v1I/J with different ratios of D/

P
according to Eq. 7. As expected, the efficiency of the
transfer decreases with increasing mismatch. It is seen
from the figure that for a mixing time t ¼ 2p/J and v1I �
J/2, on-resonance Hartmann-Hahn mismatch parameter
value of D ¼ 1/6 leads to a drop in coherence transfer ef-
ficiency of around 10% (cf. plot for D/S ¼ 0.2).

METHODS

To combine volume localization with selective J cross-
polarization, we have developed the PRESS-PRAWN and
PRESS-PRAWN-p sequences for direct detection, and the
PRESS-[PRAWN-p]2 and LODEPT-PRAWN-p sequences
for indirect detection. In all these cases, the front-ends,
viz., PRESS (30) or LODEPT achieve volume localization,
whereas the PRAWN-based module(s) achieve(s) selective
coherence transfer under low-power pulsed spin lock.

All the experiments were performed on a Bruker 500
MHz WB USþ MRM system with a 38 mm 1H/13C dou-
ble-tuned resonator. We have tested our sequence on
AX, AX2, and AX3 spin systems with a variety of sam-
ples. For direct detection tests, we used two phantom
samples: pure CHCl3 (JCH ¼ 210 Hz) and ethanol
(JCH(CH2) ¼ 141 Hz, JCH(CH3) ¼ 126 Hz). To check the

performance of PRAWN at low v1, we used 100 mM lac-
tic acid (JCH ¼ 220 Hz) in 1% agar gel, and 100 mM etha-
nol in 1% agar gel. Finally, indirect detection with
PRAWN-p was performed on a pigeon egg for selective
detection of saturated fat in egg yolk.

Direct Detection

For volume localized direct detection of 13C, PRAWN and
PRAWN-p were implemented with the PRESS localization
technique, as shown in Fig. 4. The phase of the first p/2
pulse in PRESS is in quadrature to the phase of the spin
lock sequence. The mixing sequence PRAWN consists of
18 p/9 pulses, each of 50 ms, with 18 constant delays
(adjusted according to the optimal contact time for each of
the spin systems). In the PRAWN-p sequence, the phase of
the p pulse is in quadrature to the rest of the PRAWN
sequence. Both sequences are terminated with a hard p/2
pulse on 1H to minimize phase and multiplet anomalies.

Comparison of PRESS-PRAWN-p With LODEPT and
PRESS-CW-p-JCP

For comparison, we have also performed the correspond-
ing LODEPT and CW-JCP experiments. In the LODEPT
sequence, the delay (D ¼ 1/(2J)) was adjusted according

FIG. 2. Efficiency of cross polarization of PRAWN sequence at dif-
ferent RF power amplitudes, plotted as a function of Jt/2p. The

figure clearly shows that the almost full transfer is observed with
one-fourth of the RF power at v ¼ J/2 as compared with the sit-

uation with v ¼ J.

FIG. 3. The amplitude of Sx magnetization as a function of v1I/J

at different mismatch levels, generated using Eq. 7. Here D = (v1I

� v1S)/J and S = (v1I þ v1S)/J.

FIG. 4. PRAWN-p sequence implemented with PRESS as front-
end, for shift selective, volume localized direct detection of 13C
nuclei. The PRAWN-p sequence consists of 18-segment PRAWN

pulse train with total rotation 360� (flip angle and duration of each
pulse was p/9 and 50 ms, respectively).

Volume Localized Shift Selective 13C Spectroscopy Using PRAWN 1211
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to the coupling of AX, AX2, and AX3 spin systems, and
the flip angle of the last proton pulse was set to p/4. It
may be noted that this choice of flip angle is optimal for
the AX2 group and within 9% of the optimum for the
AX3 group, but is 29% below the optimum for the AX
system; it is a compromise setting for different spin sys-
tems. Selective, mismatch compensated CW-JCP experi-
ments were also performed with a similar approach as in
PRESS-PRAWN-p, mismatch being compensated by
introducing a p pulse with quadrature phase in the mid-
dle of the CW spin lock pulse; we may term this as
PRESS-CW-p-JCP. A 64 mm3 voxel was excited in all
three experiments, viz., LODEPT, PRESS-PRAWN-p, and
PRESS-CW-p-JCP, with three selective 1 ms sinc pulses;
all other relevant parameters were kept constant.

Low Power Performance

The average RF amplitude v1av during a windowed
sequence such as PRAWN may be calculated from the
expression: v1av ¼ v1p � (duty cycle factor). Here, v1p is
the RF amplitude of the individual PRAWN pulses in
the train; the duty cycle factor, i.e., the ratio of RF on-
time to total cycle duration, is expressed as a fraction of
1. The efficiency of cross-polarization of PRAWN at very
low average RF field amplitude (v1av) was benchmarked
experimentally. We have implemented PRAWN with a
PRESS front-end for volume localization. For AX, AX2,
and AX3 systems, two sets of experiments were per-
formed; in one, the average RF amplitude was set to
�200 Hz, whereas this was reduced to �100 Hz in a sec-
ond set of experiments. All experiments were performed
with the two gel samples mentioned above.

Mismatch Tolerance

We have tested the Hartmann-Hahn mismatch tolerance of
PRESS-PRAWN, PRESS-CW-JCP, and their variants with a
mismatch compensating p pulse. A set of experiments
was performed with a liquid CHCl3 sample without 1H
decoupling. Both hetero spins were irradiated on reso-
nance with an 18-segment PRAWN pulse train with total
rotation 360�. Mixing time for PT was set to 4.761 ms (J ¼
210 Hz). 1H channel power level was varied in a range of
65 dB, in 1 dB steps around 5.44 dB (p/9 pulse of 50 ms).

Indirect Detection

Shift selective volume localized 13C indirect detection
was implemented in a ‘‘cyclic’’ fashion, two different
pulse sequences that we have designed for this purpose
being shown in Fig. 5a,b.

For volume localized indirect detection of 13C,
PRAWN-p was implemented with the PRESS localiza-
tion technique, as shown in Fig. 5a. All three pulses in
the PRESS module are selective sinc pulses of 1 ms du-
ration. After volume localization, polarization is trans-
ferred from 1H to 13C and then back to 1H with two
PRAWN-p blocks in succession. A pair of gradients in a
4:�1 ratio is used to suppress signals from 1H bound to
12C. Water suppression is performed with a selective p
pulse on the water resonance, followed by a delay t1 to
allow for the zero-crossing of the water signal. An addi-
tional gradient may be used to dephase residual trans-
verse magnetization from water. Other water suppression
techniques such as chemical shift selective excitation
(CHESS) (31) or variable power and optimized relaxation

FIG. 5. Shift selective volume localized
indirect detection of 13C using: (a)
PRESS-[PRAWN-p]2, cyclic polariza-

tion transfer 1H ! 13C ! 1H being per-
formed using two PRAWN-p mixing

blocks; and (b) LODEPT-PRAWN-p,
volume localization together with 1H !
13C polarization transfer being per-

formed with LODEPT the subsequent
13C ! 1H transfer being performed

using PRAWN-p. Water suppression
was performed with a simple inversion
recovery (zero crossing) scheme.

1212 Banerjee and Chandrakumar
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(VAPOR) (32) may be used as well. The sequence was
tested on pure CHCl3 sample.

Figure 5b shows the LODEPT-PRAWN-p sequence.
Water suppression is performed in the same manner as
described above. PT from 1H to 13C with volume localiza-
tion is then performed with a LODEPT module. All three
pulses on the 1H channel in LODEPT are selective sinc
pulses of 1 ms duration. 13C magnetization is again trans-
ferred back to 1H with the PRAWN-p sequence, followed
by detection. A pair of gradients in a 4:�1 ratio is used to
suppress signals from 1H bound to 12C. The selectivity
and water suppression of this sequence have been tested
with a gel sample of 100 mM ethanol. We have used this
sequence for selective detection of saturated fat in pigeon
egg and have also compared the performance of this
sequence with PRAWN-p replaced by a CW-p-JCP mod-
ule. It seems to us that LODEPT-PRAWN-p is to be pre-
ferred over PRESS-[PRAWN-p]2, because of the extended
duration and additional RF pulsing involved in the latter.

RESULTS

Direct Detection

Comparison of PRESS-PRAWN-p With LODEPT and
PRESS-CW-p-JCP

We have compared PRESS-PRAWN-p with LODEPT and
PRESS-CW-p-JCP for all three spin systems (AX, AX2,
and AX3). Figure 6 shows the localized 13C spectrum
acquired in direct detection mode. The average value of

v1 was maintained constant, in comparing PRESS-
PRAWN-p with PRESS-CW-p-JCP. Phase distortion and
multiplet anomalies are common issues in heteronuclear
cross-polarization experiments, especially for AX2 and
AX3 spin systems. In our experiments, these anomalies
were suppressed by the last p/2 termination pulse (after
the spin-lock period), issued on the proton channel in
phase quadrature with the spin lock sequence.

The sensitivity of both PRESS-PRAWN-p and PRESS-
CW-p-JCP was superior to LODEPT for AX and AX2 spin
systems, whereas it was comparable for the AX3 spin sys-
tem. Total gain in signal intensity relative to LODEPT for
AX and AX2 spin systems was 25% and 10%, respectively.

Effect of Weak RF Fields

In the ‘‘Theory’’ section, we have pointed out that the
PRAWN sequence has the ability to work at very low RF
field amplitude (v1av). Figure 7a–c (upper trace in each
case) was obtained on AX, AX2, and AX3 systems with
v1av/2p of 218 Hz, 196 Hz, and 204 Hz, respectively,
whereas the lower trace of Fig. 7a–c was obtained with
RF field amplitude equal to 109 Hz, 98 Hz, and 102 Hz,
respectively.

In all cases, the transfer efficiency at the lower RF am-
plitude is seen to be essentially identical to that at the
higher RF amplitude. There is a slight gain in intensities
in the outer multiplet components of AX2 and AX3 spin
systems at low v1av.

FIG. 6. Comparisons of PRESS-
PRAWN-p with LODEPT and
PRESS-CW-p-JCP. Lower trace:

LODEPT, middle trace: CW-p-
JCP, and upper trace: PRAWN-

p. Both CW-p-JCP and
PRAWN-p were implemented
with a PRESS front-end. a: ACH

of CHCl3, (b) ACH2 of ethanol,
and (c) ACH3 of ethanol.

Volume Localized Shift Selective 13C Spectroscopy Using PRAWN 1213
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Effect of Hartmann-Hahn Mismatch

We have tested the Hartmann-Hahn mismatch tolerance
of both PRESS-PRAWN and PRESS-PRAWN-p sequen-
ces. A set of experiments was performed with a CHCl3
sample without 1H decoupling. Both spins were irradi-
ated on-resonance with an 18-segment PRAWN pulse
train with total rotation 360�. The mixing time for PT
was set to 4.761 ms (J ¼ 210 Hz). 1H channel power level
was varied around 5.44 dB (50 ms p/9 pulse) in a range
of 65 dB in 1 dB steps. Figure 8 shows the variation of
the 13C signal with 1H power level for three different
pulse sequences; note that 5.44 dB has been denoted as
0 in the figure.

All experiments were performed with a PRESS front-
end. As noted earlier, the tolerance range (expressed in
Hz) of the PRAWN mixing sequence to Hartmann-Hahn
mismatch is related to that of CW-JCP for the same v1av/
2p, scaled however by the inverse duty cycle factor. The
PRAWN-p and CW-p-JCP mixing sequences exhibit a
pronounced increase in tolerance to Hartmann-Hahn
mismatch, over a range of 64 dB, the performance of
PRAWN-p being nominally better than the CW-p-JCP
experiment, possibly because of a degree of freedom
from transmitter droop effects and probe heating effects.

Indirect Detection

Figure 9 shows the 100 mM ethanol spectrum in 1%
agar gel, acquired with LODEPT-PRAWN-p. The water
signal was suppressed with a selective 180� sinc pulse
followed by a delay of 0.9 s.

Suppression of water and the 12CA1H signal is clearly
satisfactory. The ACH2 spin system of ethanol shows
some extra enhancement of signal, attributable to the
nuclear Overhauser effect.

FIG. 7. Performance of PRESS-

PRAWN at low RF field ampli-
tude. a: ACH of 100 mM lactic

acid in 1% agar gel. b,c: ACH2

and ACH3 of 100 mM ethanol in
1% agar gel, respectively. The

spectra of the lower traces are
obtained with the lower JCP RF

amplitudes inscribed in the fig-
ure, whereas the upper traces
are obtained with the higher RF

amplitudes inscribed.

FIG. 8. Hartmann-Hahn tolerance of: (Top) PRAWN, (bottom left)

PRAWN-p, and (bottom right) CW-p-JCP. All three sequences
were implemented with PRESS as front-end. Signal obtained with
a pure CHCl3 phantom. 1H channel power level was varied from

5.44 dB (denoted 0 in the figure) in a range of 65 dB in 1 dB
steps, keeping the power level on the 13C channel constant.

1214 Banerjee and Chandrakumar
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Working with CHCl3, the performance of PRESS-
[PRAWN-p]2 and LODEPT-PRAWN-p were equivalent;
the former sequence was not pursued, however, for the
reasons discussed earlier.

Application to Pigeon Egg

Finally, the LODEPT-PRAWN-p sequence was used for
selective detection of saturated fat in a chosen voxel in a
pigeon egg. The voxel of interest was identified by stand-
ard multislice gradient echo imaging. Multislice images
were obtained in all three tomographic orientations,
namely, axial, sagittal, and coronal. Figure 10a shows a
coronal gradient echo image of pigeon egg, acquired with
pulse repetition time 200 ms, echo time 4.1 ms, slice
thickness 2 mm, and field of view 6 cm. All images
clearly show two major compartments of egg, namely,
protein-rich egg white (albumin) and lipid-rich yolk.
Standard 1H PRESS spectra were obtained from egg yolk
and an example is shown in Fig. 10b. While the resonan-

ces at 1.2 and 0.8 ppm are assigned to CH2 and CH3 moi-
eties of yolk lipid, the resonances at 2.15 and 1.9 ppm
could be from the egg yolk fatty acid. The residual peak
at 4.8 ppm is due to water. The lipid content is almost
zero in egg white as demonstrated by the localized 1H
spectrum obtained from egg white (data not shown here).

Figure 11a shows the proton detected volume local-
ized 13C spectrum of saturated fat from a voxel chosen in
the egg yolk region of pigeon egg using LODEPT-
PRAWN-p (lower trace) and LODEPT-CW-p-JCP (upper
trace). Figure 11b demonstrates the voxel selection capa-
bility of the LODEPT-PRAWN-p sequence, displaying
the noise trace (lower trace) that results in this chemical
shift region from the egg white voxel. In each case, the
saturated fat signal at 1.2 ppm was excited on-resonance.
Both spectra were acquired from a 8 � 8 � 8 mm3 voxel
with a JCP mixing time 5.6 ms (0.707/J, J ¼ 126 Hz), the
number of scans being 512; v1av/2p for cross polarization
was set to 174 Hz. The proton detected 13C spectrum of
the methylene group yields a doublet at 1.2 ppm. Sup-
pression of the water signal is clearly of acceptable qual-
ity in both spectra, especially so in the PRAWN-p spec-
trum. More important, we have 35% more signal
intensity with LODEPT-PRAWN-p than in the corre-
sponding CW-p experiment. An attempt to use the
PRAWN mixing sequence at lower v1 amplitude was,
however, unsuccessful with the egg sample due to the
very short T2* of the saturated fat signal (1H line width:
97 Hz).

DISCUSSION

The results of these studies demonstrate efficient shift
selective cross-polarization between 1H and 13C using
the PRAWN and PRAWN-p mixing sequences for vol-
ume localized applications. Both sequences have been
used satisfactorily on AX, AX2, and AX3 spin systems
for both direct and indirect detection of 13C spins.
PRAWN and PRAWN-p sequences have been imple-
mented with a PRESS front-end for 13C direct detection,
although they may be used with other localization tech-
niques as well, such as ISIS (33). The most attractive fea-
tures of both sequences are selectivity, efficient transfer

FIG. 10. a: A coronal gradient echo image of pigeon egg, acquired with pulse repetition time 200 ms, echo time 4.1 ms, slice thickness

2 mm, and field of view 6 cm. b: Standard water suppressed 1H PRESS spectrum was obtained from egg yolk with pulse repetition
time 1500 ms, echo time 16 ms, NS 4, and 8 � 8 � 8 mm3 voxel.

FIG. 9. Spectrum of 100 mM ethanol, obtained with LODEPT-
PRAWN-p sequence. Lower trace: ACH3 of ethanol; upper trace:
ACH2 of ethanol. Water signal was suppressed with a selective

10 ms 180� sinc pulse followed by a delay of 0.9 s.
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at very low RF field amplitudes, very low RF duty cycle,
and considerable tolerance to Hartmann-Hahn mismatch.
In contrast, most of the previously reported methods
(17,22–24) were semi-selective in nature and the average
RF amplitude used for cross polarization was in the
range 700–1200 Hz, whereas it is only �200 Hz or even
less in the present studies. The mixing sequence
PRAWN exhibits useful tolerance to Hartmann-Hahn
mismatch. PRAWN-p exhibits a still wider tolerance
range to Hartmann-Hahn mismatch. This is due to the
fact that the p pulse rephases the in-phase and anti-
phase antisymmetric components of the density matrix
(25). It has been noted (25) that the PRAWN-p sequence
compensates Hartmann-Hahn mismatch while retaining
the signal dependence on resonance offset in terms of
the tilt parameters of the off-resonance spin Hamiltonian;
this seems to be an attractive characteristic especially
suited for imaging and the volume localized spectral
applications in view, as in practice this implies retention
of selectivity in PT, while compensating for mismatch,
including effects of field drifts which are sensed in pro-
portion to g.

Indirect detection using LODEPT-PRAWN-p also turns
out to be very satisfactory in terms of selectivity and
transfer efficiency. The superior performance of
PRAWN-p compared with CW-p-JCP in inhomogeneous
media is verified by experiments performed with AX,
AX2, and AX3 spin systems in 1% agar gel (data not

shown here) and arises possibly because of a degree of
freedom from transmitter droop effects and probe heating
effects. This superiority of PRAWN-p is especially
relevant in a ‘‘real life’’ situation, as demonstrated on
pigeon egg, using a LODEPT front-end followed by the
PRAWN-p module for the selective indirect detection of
saturated fat in pigeon egg.

CONCLUSIONS

The PRAWN and PRAWN-p mixing sequences for AX,
AX2, and AX3 spin systems have been used successfully
for volume localized 13C spectroscopy, J being in the
range 120–210 Hz, using average RF amplitudes of the
same order. Different aspects of PRAWN have been stud-
ied systematically, including the ability of PRAWN to
work at very low average RF field amplitudes. The per-
formance of the sequences has been compared with
known popular techniques such as LODEPT; it has been
found that the new sequences result in improved sensi-
tivity, especially for AX2 systems. The incorporation of a
p pulse in PRAWN results in very high tolerance to Hart-
mann-Hahn mismatch. This PRAWN-p sequence was
successfully implemented with a LODEPT front-end for
voxel selection, to achieve shift selective detection of sat-
urated fat in pigeon egg in indirect detection mode. It
appears reasonable to conclude that both versions of the
PRAWN sequences may be used efficiently in in vivo
experiments for shift selective direct and indirect detec-
tion of 13C metabolites.
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